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 A number of factors limited traction in the market 
early on… 

– Ecosystem still finding its way 

• Few smartphones, no tablets 

• Mobile apps and web in their infancy 

• No 3rd party data / ability to target end-users 

– Structural issues to overcome 
• Data privacy and regulation (opt-in advertising, etc.) 

• OS fragmentation (scattered inventory) 

• Device and network capabilities (screen size, 2G, etc.) 

 By 2009, forecasters projected market growth of 80%+ 

– Estimates were reduced during the Great Recession – but 
actual performance soon surpassed the initial forecasts 

 Global leaders were attracted to the potential growth 
of the sector; some too early, others in line with 
market growth 

– 2005-07:  Microsoft/Screentonic, Nokia/Enpocket, 
AOL/Third Screen Media 

– 2009-10:  Google/Admob, Apple/Quattro 

Mobile Advertising Has Long Shown Great Promise 

Despite clear hurdles in the early days of the market, companies throughout the technology 
ecosystem moved rapidly to acquire footholds in mobile advertising.  

Source: BIA / Kelsey 

($B) 

US Mobile Ad Spend 

The New Normal (5 Yr CAGR): 
2009 Forecast = 81% 
2010 Forecast = 43% 
2011 Forecast = 39% 
2012 Forecast = 44% 
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More recently, a number of key factors have converged to support the market. 

WW Connected Device Shipments (mm units) 

Factors Enabling Mobile Advertising  

 Smartphone penetration, 
emergence of tablets 

 

 Expansion of mobile ad units 
(search, navigation, in-app, 
web, etc.) 

 

 Enhanced targeting from 
improved data and analytics  
(real-time, context, location, 
social, etc.) 

 

 Profound shift in how and 
when people  consume media 

 

 Market leaders achieving the 
scale and reach required to 
work with global brands 

Source: IAB, October 2013; Morgan Stanley Research, 2011; eMarketer, October 2012; *Non-voice; **Offline reading only 

2012 US Ad Spend vs. Consumer Time Share by Media 

2005/06 
•Market largely 

SMS-based 

2009 
•First Android-  

based tablet 
•Google acquires 

Admob 
($750mm) 

•First 4G Native IP 
network 

2011 
•Apple sold 55mm 

iPads and over 
150mm iPhones 

2012 
•50% of U.S. mobile phone 

users own smartphones 
•Millennial Media IPO, 

SingTel acquires Amobee 
($321mm) 

•Facebook IPO  

•Millennial Media acquires 
Jumptap ($255mm) 

•Twitter acquires MoPub 
($350mm) and sets IPO terms 

•Tablets projected to exceed 
desktop PC shipments in Q4 

 

              2013     

2007 
•First iPhone 

2010 
•Windows Phone 

release 
•First Apple iPad 

•Apple acquires 
Quattro ($275mm) 

2008 
•First 

Android 
Phone 
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 The mobile ad market is on pace to reach $13.6B this 
year and shows no signs of slowing down 
– Spend is expected grow by  ~45% over the next 4 years, 

reaching approximately $37B in 2016 

 In 1H 2013, U.S. mobile ad revenues totaled 15%, or 
$3B, of all digital advertising revenues 
– Up 145% from the $1.2 billion (7% of total) reported in 

1H 2012 

 Today, mobile is the third largest digital ad format, 
pulling share from classifieds, lead gen, and rich 
media, and likely to pass display/banner shortly 

Large and Growing Market 

Today, the mobile advertising market is well established and rapidly taking share from other 
forms of digital advertising. 

Source: IAB, October 2013; eMarketer, December 2012 

U.S. Digital Advertising Market Share by Format 

$17.0B Ad Market Revenue $20.1B Ad Market Revenue 

U.S. Digital Advertising Market Share by Format 

US internet ad revenues totaled $20.1 
billion for the first six months of 2013 

Worldwide Mobile Ad Spend ($B) 
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Aggregate Value Transaction Count

Venture Investment in Mobile Advertising 

In 2011, financing activity in the mobile advertising sector reached its peak.  In the two years 
since, deal volume has remained relatively constant while the amount invested has fallen. 

Source: Capital IQ and publicly available information. 
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- Q4 2013 estimate is derived 

using financing from 2008 – 
2012 (taking Q4 transaction 
value and count relative to 
entire year’s data) 
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Inmobi funding of $200M excluded for 
purposes of normalizing funding activity 
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 YTD 

# Investments 36 40 52 74 69 57 

Total Investment  
($, Millions) 

$191 $304 $169 $447 $316 $177 

Source: Capital IQ, 451 Group, and publicly available information. 
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Most Active Investors in Mobile Advertising 

Top 5 Strategic Investors 

Source: Capital IQ, 451 Group, and publicly available information. 

Top 5 Financial Investors 

5 

4 

3 

3 

3 

SoftBank Capital

Google Ventures

Gannett

Bertelsmann Digital Media Investments

D2 Communications

9 

9 

6 

5 

5 

Accel Management

Draper Fisher Jurvetson

First Round Capital

Scale Venture Partners

Menlo Ventures

Since 2008, the five most active financial investors participated in 34 financings, totaling 
~$600mm, while the top 5 strategic investors made 18 investments, for ~$130mm. 
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Transaction Count since 2008 
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Industry Leaders “Verticalizing” through M&A 

Industry leaders have maintained a stronghold on the mobile advertising market through 
acquisition to fill key product gaps and gain scale. 

Video /  
Rich Media 

Exchange Mobile Server 
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Wide-Ranging M&A Outcomes 
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35.0x 37.5x 
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Early on, the exit environment was a tale of haves and have-nots. In 2010, multiples started to 
hover in the 3-5x range. 

Note: size of bubble denotes transaction size. 
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Taking Advantage of IPO Window 

Over the last 24 months, a handful of adtech companies that have passed through the open 
IPO window have been providing increasing clarity around performance in the market. 

12 

Revenue Growth1 

Gross Margin1 EBITDA Margin1 

 As a whole, the group is delivering attractive growth 
– All companies have delivered growth of at least 35% in 

recent years and are projecting growth of 20%+ in 2014 

 Gross margins in the market largely fall into the 40-
50% range 
– Marin Software is the exception – avoiding the gross vs. net 

revenue question that has long plagued the mobile ad 
market 

 Profitability has not been a focal point – with all 
companies in the data set delivering little to no EBITDA 

Source: Capital IQ, as of October 31st, 2013 
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Precedent Transactions Public Comparables(1) 

Median LTM Revenue 
Multiple: 3.9x Median NTM Revenue 

Multiple: 3.1x 

= LTM Revenue Multiples 

= NTM Revenue Multiples 

Median Revenue Multiple (2008 – ’13YTD) - 4.6x 

Today, trading multiples of public adtech companies point to values that support M&A exit 
multiples. 
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Source: Capital IQ, as of October 31st, 2013 
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Acquisition “Hot Spots” 

Current market trends point to a few growing “hot spots” that are increasingly ripe for M&A 
activity in the near-term. 
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Select Market Trends M&A “Hot Spots” 

- Ad networks combatting compression in CPM 
pricing 

 
- Need for companies to integrate 3rd party and 

social data to improve conversion 
 

- Proliferation of programmatic buying 
 

- Evolution of monetization strategies in the 
application ecosystem 
 

- On-going need for brands / agencies to 
optimize spend as dollars flow to mobile 

- Performance-driven models (CPI / CPA) 
 
 
 

- Social analytics / business intelligence 
 
 
 

- Real-time bidding/ exchange platforms 
 
 
 

- Revenue optimization / media buying 
solutions 
 
 
 

- App discovery and recommendation engines 
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Value Considerations in the Market 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

- Remnant 
- Regional 
- Cross-Platform 
- Impression-Based 

 

- Premium 
- Global 
- Siloed 
- Performance-Driven   

Market Positioning 

- Inventory Type 
- Geographic Reach 
- Device / Format Coverage 
- Sales Approach 

Product Differentiation 

- Underlying Technology Platform 
- Capabilities 
- 3rd Party Data 

 

Financial Profile 

- Business Model 
- Revenue Scale 
- Margin Profile 

 

- 3rd Party 
- Network 
- No Integration  

 

- Owned 
- RTB, Programmatic 
- Multi-Source 

 

- One-Time Campaigns 
- Sub-$20mm  
- 20-30% 

 

- SaaS 
- $50mm+ 
- 50%+ 
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Based on public company performance, precedent M&A transactions, discussions with buyers 
and sellers, etc., themes around key value considerations in the market have emerged. 



Snapshot of the Ecosystem 
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Mobile Advertising within Broader Digital Marketing Ecosystem 
Buy-Side Sell-Side 

Analytics / Targeting 

Operators / OEMS 
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Campaign Management / Messaging 

Premium vs. Remnant 

Rich Media/Video vs. Static 

CPA vs. CPM 

Location-Based vs. Location Agnostic 
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Mobile Advertising within Broader Digital Marketing Ecosystem 
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Appendices 

- Relevant M&A Transactions Data 
- Relevant Fundraising Data 
- Mooreland Partners Overview 
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Relevant M&A Activity 
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Source: Capital IQ, 451 Group 

($ millions)

Date 

Announced Acquirer Target Target Description

 Enterprise

Value  LTM Revenue 

 LTM Revenue 

Multiple 

10/3/2013 IBM Xtify
Targeted location- and behavior-based mobile messaging SaaS for advertisers and 

marketers.
Conf. Conf. Conf.

9/9/2013 Twitter MoPub
Mobile ad networks and related bidding exchanges for mobile app developers to 

monetize their apps.
350.0 60.0 5.8x

9/5/2013 Amobee (SingTel) Gradient X
Provides algorithm-based predictive bidding SaaS for mobile marketers and 

advertisers.
15.0 - -

8/13/2013 Millennial Media Jumptap
Mobile audience targeting platform that provides audience-centric advertising 

solutions to reach mobile users.
261.3 63.6 4.1x

8/7/2013 AOL Adap.tv Technology to connect video advertising buyers to sellers on a single platform. 405.0 90.0 4.5x

7/17/2013 (x+1) Wireless Developer Agency
Mobile advertising software, including RTB, campaign measurement and social media 

integration.
- - -

7/16/2013 Media6Degrees EveryScreen Media
Targeted mobile advertising providing digital campaigns on various IP connected 

devices.
Conf. Conf. Conf.

6/25/2013 Incentivated Ad.IQ
Mobile marketing software can create, deliver and provide analysis for plain-text, 

video, audio or picture messages.
- - -

5/29/2013 Freeport Capital Mobi724 Create and manage mobile coupon campaigns and deliver them via text message. - - -

5/28/2013 Neohydro Technologies Epoxy
Subscription-based mobile advertising app that enables businesses to deliver 

merchant loyalty cards and coupons to mobile device users.  
0.1 - -

5/21/2013
Mobivity (CommerceTel 

Corporation)
Front Door Insights (assets)

Assets which provide Web-based mobile marketing software that enables businesses 

to deliver marketing text messages to consumers.
- - -

5/11/2013 APPCityLife OnQueue Technologies
Mobile advertising software that enables businesses to update content and 

campaigns in real time.
- - -

3/14/2013 ValueFirst Clk2c.com
Mobile advertising SaaS that enables businesses in India to deliver mobile video ads to 

consumers. 
- - -

3/11/2013 Beintoo 
Tylted (GameDrop & Nov.Me 

assets)

GameDrop distributes mobile videogames within ad units, while Nav.Me directs users 

to retail stores based on their locations.
- - -

3/7/2013 Spindle MeNetwork
Location-based mobile marketing campaign creation and related text message 

delivery SaaS
10.8 - -

2/28/2013 Facebook Atlas DMT
Campaign management and measurement platform that enables advertisers and 

agencies to plan, manage, track, and optimize digital campaigns. 
100.0 - -
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Relevant M&A Activity (cont.) 
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Source: Capital IQ, 451 Group 

($ millions)

Date 

Announced Acquirer Target Target Description

 Enterprise

Value  LTM Revenue 

 LTM Revenue 

Multiple 

2/20/2013 Millennial Media Metaresolver
Mobile advertising campaign management software as a service that enables 

targeting via market and audience intelligence data.
14.0 - -

1/30/2013 Aarki Mobspire Web-based mobile ad creation and delivery software for business in the US. - - -

1/16/2013
ePrize (Catterton 

Partners)
Mozes

Mobile and social media marketing campaign creation and management software as a 

service (SaaS) for businesses.
- 5.0 -

1/15/2013 AdsMovil RedMas
Mobile ad network enables businesses to target Hispanic consumers in North and 

Latin America.
- - -

1/8/2013 InMobi Overlay Media
Manages various context sensing services to provide contextual information needed 

by the higher level applications.
- - -

1/2/2013 Phunware Tapit Media Group Mobile banner, interstitial and video advertising network for businesses. 23.0 - -

12/18/2012 Hi-Media AdTriple
A mobile banner, video and interstital Web page advertising network for businesses in 

Europe.
- - -

12/3/2012 Pub Crawl Mobile Dynamic Marketing Mobile advertising applications for businesses in the US. - - -

10/16/2012 Telenav ThinkNear
Mobile advertising software as a service (SaaS) that targets consumers based on 

location and context.
22.5 - -

8/13/2012
Security First 

International Holdings

Smart Future Ventures 

Canada (assets)
Assets related to mobile marketing Android applications for branded advertisers. - - -

8/13/2012 MOKO.mobi OfferMobi Mobile advertising network for mobile application developers in the US. - - -

7/31/2012 InMobi Metaflow Solutions Limited
Mobile application and videogame distribution software for mobile application 

developers and online retailers.
- - -

7/18/2012 Dropbox TapEngage
Online ad creation and delivery software, with a focus on building ads optimized for 

tablet devices.
- - -

7/12/2012 InMobi MMTG Labs Mobile application distribution software. - - -

5/23/2012 The Rubicon Project Mobsmith Smart phone display ad campaign creation, delivery and analytics SaaS for businesses. 10.0 - -

5/9/2012 Monster Offers Ad Shark
Mobile marketing monetization and optimization SaaS for smart phone advertisers, 

publishers and software developers.
- - -
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Relevant M&A Activity (cont.) 
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Source: Capital IQ, 451 Group 

($ millions)

Date 

Announced Acquirer Target Target Description

 Enterprise

Value  LTM Revenue 

 LTM Revenue 

Multiple 

5/8/2012 Amobee (SingTel) AdJitsu
Provides mobile 3D ad server and tracking software for businesses, content publishes 

and ad network operators.
- - -

3/21/2012 MobileBits Aixum Tec
Enables retailers in Europe to send loyalty-based advertisements and rewards 

vouchers to smart phone users.
- - -

3/5/2012 SingTel Amobee Mobile advertising campaign management, delivery and analytics software. 321.0 35.0 9.2x

2/16/2012 Quewey Zebek Mobile localized marketing and content personalization software. - - -

2/16/2012 Opera Software 4th Screen Advertising
Mobile banner and full-screen display advertising network for businesses and wireless 

telecom service provider.
8.0 - -

2/16/2012 Opera Software Mobile Theory Mobile banner and video advertising network for businesses in the US. 18.0 4.3 4.2x

2/15/2012 CellTrust Corporation RevMobile White-label mobile advertising campaign management software. - - -

1/19/2012 ePrize Cellit
Mobile advertising campaign creation and management software, with a focus on text 

message and mobile coupon-based campaigns.
- - -

1/19/2012 Constant Contact CardStar Mobile customer loyalty program management application. 5.8 - -

12/8/2011
Black Castle 

Developments
bizm3

Text-message-based advertising campaign creation, delivery and management 

software.
4.0 - -

11/14/2011 Velti Mobile Interactive Group Multimedia mobile interactive solutions. 59.0 20.0 3.0x

11/7/2011 Lenco Mobile iLoop Mobile
Mobile SMS/MMS-based marketing campaign management and content distribution 

software for marketing agencies.
42.0 9.0 4.7x

10/17/2011 Netcore Solutions Ravience Digital Mobile marketing campaign response management software for businesses in India. - - -

10/4/2011
Federated Media 

Publishing
Lijit Networks Display, video and mobile advertising network for businesses. - - -

9/22/2011 Velti Air2Web
Mobile marketing campaign management and messaging infrastructure software and 

SaaS.
19.0 12.0 1.6x

8/4/2011 Augme Technologies HipCricket (assets)
Assets of HipCricket, which provides targeted mobile SMS, MMS, and Email marketing 

services for businesses.
44.5 9.4 4.7x
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Relevant M&A Activity (cont.) 
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Source: Capital IQ, 451 Group 

($ millions)

Date 

Announced Acquirer Target Target Description

 Enterprise

Value  LTM Revenue 

 LTM Revenue 

Multiple 

8/2/2011 Energy King Venue Media Mobile advertising network and ad creation services for businesses in the US. - - -

7/29/2011 mediba Nobot
Mobile advertising software for advertisers, ad agencies, publishers and mobile 

application developers in Japan.
- - -

6/16/2011 YuMe Appealing Media
Mobile video ad network for businesses in the UK. Service converts video source files 

into formats compatible with mobile devices.
- - -

6/9/2011 Google Admeld
Online and mobile advertising network that enables advertisers to determine which 

companies can bid on their inventory. 
400.0 30.0 13.3x

5/12/2011 Velti 
Cellphone Ads Serving 

E-Exchange 
Mobile advertising network and exchange for businesses in China. 8.4 1.9 4.4x

4/25/2011 ValueClick Greystripe 
Mobile ad network that enables businesses to deliver Flash-based ads to iPhone, iPad, 

BlackBerry and Android devices.
70.0 15.0 4.7x

4/11/2011
CommerceTel 

(nka:Mobivity)
Mobivity Mobile marketing campaign management and text message delivery SaaS. 4.0 - -

3/3/2011 VGTel MeCoupons
Mobile coupon application enabling consumers to redeem deals at POS through a 

mobile device.
- - -

2/18/2011 Cellit MESSAGEbuzz (assets)
The assets of MESSAGEbuzz, which provides text message-based marketing software as 

a service (SaaS) for businesses.
- - -

2/4/2011 Tremor Media Transpera Mobile video advertising network. - - -

2/3/2011 Poynt Corporation
go2 Media (local advertising 

publishing platform assets)

Local advertising publishing platform assets, which provide a location-based mobile 

advertising application for businesses.
0.5 - -

2/2/2011 Verve Wireless Deconstruct Media Mobile display advertising sales and inventory management software for businesses. - - -

1/31/2011 Motricity Adenyo Mobile advertising campaign creation and analytics and mobile Web design software. 100.0 20.0 5.0x

1/25/2011 Facebook Rel8tion Hyperlocal mobile advertising technology. - - -

1/24/2011 Proxama Hypertag
Location-based mobile marketing software, wearable devices and systems for 

businesses globally.
- - -

11/9/2010
Angoss Software 

Corporation

Hitgroup.ca (mobile 

solutions assets)

Integrated white-label mobile software app that enables merchants and to provide 

loyalty-based rewards.
- - -
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Relevant M&A Activity (cont.) 
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Source: Capital IQ, 451 Group 

($ millions)

Date 

Announced Acquirer Target Target Description

 Enterprise

Value  LTM Revenue 

 LTM Revenue 

Multiple 

10/1/2010 Velti Mobclix Mobile advertising exchange network through its open marketplace platform. 19.8 5.0 4.0x

9/29/2010
Marketron Broadcast 

Solutions (Wicks Group)
mSnap (SmartReply)

Mobile advertising campaign creation and management software that enables 

businesses to deliver SMS ads to mobile handsets.
- - -

9/14/2010 Aegis Mobile Vesta Mobile
Subscription-based mobile marketing software that enables businesses to send ads to 

consumers' wireless phones via text messages. 
- - -

8/15/2010 Yahoo! Japan Cirius Technologies
Mobile advertising campaign creation and delivery SaaS which leverages location for 

audience targeting. 
- - -

7/13/2010 Meredith The Hyperfactory 
Mobile idea, media, and execution company that provides mobile campaigns and 

Websites.
37.4 - -

6/22/2010 4info Butter Mobile advertising services for businesses and iPhone application developers. - -

6/10/2010 Akamai Velocitude
Mobile device-based Web content, e-commerce and advertising display and UI 

optimization and content notification software development.
12.0 - -

6/7/2010 Mobile Interactive Group Piri Mobile messaging advertising campaign management and delivery software. - - -

6/3/2010 Velti Media Cannon
Mobile advertising campaign management, delivery, tracking and reporting software 

for businesses and mobile operators.
- - -

5/11/2010 Adenyo MoVoxx Mobile advertising network and related analysis services to businesses. - - -

4/29/2010 Beemway i-wood Permission-based mobile advertising software to businesses. - - -

4/22/2010 Diversified Opportunities CommerceTel 
Mobile content distribution and integration SaaS, enabling advertisers to connect with 

mobile subscribers through voice, SMS messaging and mobile Web apps.
- - -

3/23/2010 Offerpal Media Tapjoy 
Enables mobile app developers to advertise on multiple websites and social networks 

and sell virtual goods to consumers. 
20.0 - -

2/26/2010 Loop Analytics
PurpleTalk (AdShare 

technology)
Enables users to manage ad placement across mobile applications. - - -

2/12/2010 Telenity Construia
MMS-based mobile advertising and antivirus software for the wireless 

telecommunications sector.
- - -

2/11/2010 SinglePoint M2 Junction
SMS mobile advertising campaign management and delivery software for businesses 

globally.
- - -
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Relevant M&A Activity (cont.) 
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Source: Capital IQ, 451 Group 

($ millions)

Date 

Announced Acquirer Target Target Description

 Enterprise

Value  LTM Revenue 

 LTM Revenue 

Multiple 

1/20/2010 Opera Software AdMarvel
Mobile advertising software, which enables users to source, provision, manage and 

track advertising campaigns, for businesses. 
23.0 3.0 7.7x

1/5/2010 Apple Quattro Wireless Mobile advertising SaaS that uses SMS/MMS messages and video. 275.0 15.0 18.3x

11/9/2009 Google AdMob Digital advertising exchange platform. 750.0 20.0 37.5x

10/30/2009 NuMobile Kaizen Communications SMS, MMS and IVR-based mobile marketing software for businesses. - - -

9/14/2009 NAVTEQ (Nokia) Acuity Mobile Mobile location-based advertising delivery software for enterprises. - - -

8/27/2009 AdMob AdWhirl Inc (assets)
Open-source ad mediation software for iPhone applications that enables developers 

to switch between ad networks.
- - -

7/27/2009 2Ergo Group PLC
ActiveMedia Technologies 

Group

Mobile marketing-related messaging, coupon and ticketing software for businesses 

and mobile operators. Also provides mobile marketing consulting services.
0.3 - -

5/21/2009 Limelight Networks Kiptronic Mobile video and audio advertising delivery services for businesses. 1.0 2.0 0.5x

5/12/2009 Velti Ad Infuse 
Mobile advertising content delivery and campaign management for mobile carriers, 

advertisers and content providers.
3.4 1.3 2.6x

3/23/2009 SmartReply MSnap SMS and messaging-based mobile marketing and customer care software. - - -

3/20/2009 Huge Group Eyeballs Mobile Advertising
Mobile advertising application that serves cellular phone ads to consumers in 

exchange for free airtime and other rewards. 
- - -

11/24/2008 Hipcricket Augme Mobile Enables user to create, deliver, manage, format and track marketing campaigns. 14.8 0.1 NM

11/12/2008 Silverback Media 
Jambo Mobile Solutions 

(SilverBirch)

SMS and messaging-based mobile marketing and customer care software for mobile 

operators.
- - -

11/10/2008 Project:Worldwide
Eyealike

(MobilePromote platform)

Mobile device platform which enables marketers to engage their community 

throughout the ad campaign lifecycle.
- - -

8/29/2008 In-Touch Survey Systems NCI Mobility Consumer data-capture and mobile-advertising software and services. 0.8 - -

8/28/2008 More Mobile Relations Add2Phone
Mobile-ad creation software to Scandinavian advertising agencies. Also provides 

mobile advertising services.
- - -
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Relevant M&A Activity (cont.) 
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Source: Capital IQ, 451 Group 

($ millions)

Date 

Announced Acquirer Target Target Description

 Enterprise

Value  LTM Revenue 

 LTM Revenue 

Multiple 

7/24/2008 PlayBox New Visions Mobile
Online and mobile advertising networks built around musician-focused social 

networks that the company builds.
- - -

5/28/2008 comScore M:Metrics Marketing and media intelligence for the mobile medium. 43.7 9.9 4.4x

4/1/2008 AdStar Relevantis Behavioral and contextual mobile advertising software and SaaS to ad publishers.  - - -

3/31/2008 Telava Networks
Shenzhen Evergreen 

Technology 
Mobile advertising software to businesses in China. - - -

3/11/2008 Qualcomm Xiam Technologies Targeted mobile advertising analytics and profiling software to mobile advertisers. 32.0 - -
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Relevant Investment Activity 
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($ in millions)

Date Announced Target Investor(s) Target Company Description

Amount 

Raised

10/10/2013 LiquidM
Asset Management Ventures, Earlybird Venture 

Capital & Co., Blumberg Capital

White-labeled mobile advertising management platform which allows mobile media buyers to optimize their 

management processes in a range of premium to performance advertising. 
$5.0

09/27/2013 Webrotator Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile marketing and advertising technology company that integrates various touch points of the mobile 

ecosystem, such as SMS/MMS, mobile Web, and the mobile application. 
$5.0

09/26/2013 Brightkit Not Publicly Disclosed
Online social marketing and insights platform that enables customers to launch contests, branded galleries, and 

applications on their Website, Facebook page, or mobile.
-

09/26/2013 Carrot Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile advertising services for applications which posts online stories on Facebook graph and connects 

applications to users. 
$0.7

09/13/2013 The Daily Hundred Not Publicly Disclosed
Online platform that offers businesses with tools to create, monitor, and analyze real-time location specific mobile 

marketing campaigns.
$0.5

09/04/2013 Moasis Global Not Publicly Disclosed
Advertising platform that enables small businesses to communicate with mobile users who enter pre-defined 

geographic areas.
$2.5

08/27/2013 Carnival 
Flybridge Capital Partners, Google Ventures, Lerer 

Ventures, Bowery Capital

Mobile marketing platform that provides a suite of tools for brands to manage their users and publish campaigns 

across their mobile audiences.
$2.4

08/15/2013 Apsalar
DCM, DN Capital, Thomvest Ventures, Correlation 

Ventures

Mobile engagement management (MEM) solutions for application developers and publishers, including a mobile 

conversion analytics solution and a mobile behavioral advertising solution.
$9.0

08/15/2013 Kiip American Express Ventures
Mobile rewards network that enables brands and companies to prompt consumers for commercial offers on virtual 

achievements
-

08/05/2013 Branded Reality
AXM Venture Capital, The North West Fund, The 

North West Fund for Digital & Creative

Mobile marketing agency which develops technology to integrate mobile application with advertising campaigns 

and enables companies to put free samples into the hands of consumers.
-

07/31/2013 4INFO

Draper Fisher Jurvetson, Gannett Co., U.S. Venture 

Partners, Vulcan Capital, Mezzanine Capital 

Partners

Mobile advertising technology company which provides audience targeting solutions to publishers, agencies, and 

brands.
$8.0

07/31/2013 Mojiva Not Publicly Disclosed
Premium mobile ad network which provides advertisers and agencies with mobile media execution across tablets 

and smartphones through mobile websites and apps.
$3.5

07/24/2013 AddApptr Not Publicly Disclosed
Supply-side platform for mobile applications that allows mobile developers and publishers to monetize their 

advertising spaces in applications.
-

07/24/2013 AdTheorent
OmniCapital Group, Verizon Ventures, Mogility 

Capital
Real-time bidding (RTB)-enabled mobile ad network for advertisers and publishers. $4.9

07/23/2013 Carrot Portland Incubator Experiment
Mobile advertising services for applications which posts online stories on Facebook graph and connects 

applications to users. 
$0.02

Source: Capital IQ 
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07/19/2013 Mediaspectrum Insight Venture Partners Cloud technology platform for mobile advertising, content management, and publishing applications. $35.8

07/19/2013 Smartsy Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile marketing platform that connects brands, publishers, and other content providers with their communities 

through tools that transform static images, objects, and videos into launching points.
$0.7

07/11/2013 BlueCava Not Publicly Disclosed
Technology that enables businesses to identify and profile the devices used by their customers to increase online 

advertising, reduce fraud risk, and improve customer satisfaction.
$10.1

07/10/2013 Obelus Media Not Publicly Disclosed Mobile advertising services to deliver advertising content to mobile devices, such as iPhones, iPad, and Android. $0.6

06/27/2013 Mobile Posse Hercules Technology Growth Capital
Mobile advertising and mCRM solutions for the idle screen and enables carriers to engage subscribers through 

existing mobile idle screen inventory with interactive customer relationship management messages.
$5.0

06/24/2013 Appington
Tandem Entrepreneurs Management Services, 

Unity Ventures
Audio advertisement campaigns and integration systems for mobile games. $1.2

06/24/2013
AppLinkTV 

International
Not Publicly Disclosed Network social engine for social media, Smart TV, and mobile marketing. $7.0

06/14/2013 LocalVox Media Not Publicly Disclosed
Multi-channel local business marketing platform that helps local businesses market online across a network of 

publishers, social media, search, mobile, email newsletters, and Website.
$2.4

06/14/2013 mNectar Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile advertising platform which allows advertisers to acquire and convert mobile users into customers, as well 

as provides targeted display advertising for iOS and Android apps. 
$0.5

06/13/2013 Every1Mobile Not Publicly Disclosed Mobile based advertising services in Cape Town, South Africa. $1.8

06/11/2013 Pixalate Not Publicly Disclosed Advertising analytics platform to simplify display and mobile advertising analytics for advertisers and publishers. $3.6

06/10/2013 StrikeAd

DFJ Esprit, Siemer Ventures, Karlin Ventures, 

Canyon Creek Capital, Scentan Ventures, Softech 

VC

Mobile advertising demand-side platforms which lets media agencies manage global mobile ad campaigns from 

multiple advertisers from a single platform.
$7.0

05/21/2013 Iterable AngelPad
Mobile-optimized email marketing solutions which enable marketers to test and send highly-personalized emails 

optimized for mobile-without coding. 
$0.1

05/21/2013 Thumb Friendly Not Publicly Disclosed
Digital media company that helps small and medium-sized businesses to drive incremental revenue through 

turnkey advertising solutions designed to generate and convert incremental leads through mobile devices.
-

05/17/2013 more communication DMS
Mobile media advertising products which include content sales, advertising model, communication and media 

development services. 
$0.8

Source: Capital IQ 
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05/14/2013 Ivengo Kom Moscow Seed Fund
Assists advertisers and online advertising agencies in buying mobile advertising with targeted traffic and sells 

advertising projects on mobile applications within the overall  campaign. 
$0.3

05/09/2013 StepLeader
River Cities Capital Funds, Bull City Venture 

Partners

Digital marketing and mobile solutions for publishers and advertisers to deliver information in mobile and smart 

TV applications. It integrates media companies and advertisers with existing interfaces to engage local audiences. 
$4.6

05/07/2013 adsquare

bmp media investors AG, InvestitionsBank Des 

Landes Brandenburg, Berlin Ventures, BFB 

Frühphasensfonds Brandenburg

Mobile advertising solutions for structuring, analysis, and continuous optimization. The company integrates 

various data suppliers and cooperates with partners in various data dimensions. 
-

05/07/2013 Celltick Technologies DB Private Equity Mobile home screen marketing solutions which allows advertisers to promote their brands and generate leads. -

05/06/2013 Pontiflex Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile and online signup advertising platform for advertisers, mobile application developers, online publishers, 

and social networks.
$1.5

04/26/2013 oikian solutions Vision+ Mobile solution for target consumer advertising and marketing purposes in Finland. -

04/23/2013 Carrot Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile advertising services for applications which posts online stories on Facebook graph and connects 

applications to users. 
$0.1

04/18/2013 Kairos Not Publicly Disclosed Platform to design mobile marketing campaigns. $0.3

04/15/2013 AdAdapted Not Publicly Disclosed Mobile advertising services through non-disruptive integrated and native ads in mobile games and apps. -

04/12/2013 Bluetrain Mobile
Atlas Venture, Polaris Partners, LaunchCapital, 

Boston Seed Capital

Cloud-based Web marketing platform that enables professional marketers in small to medium sized enterprises, 

and their agency partners to build mobile Websites across various consumer verticals.
$1.7

04/11/2013 LSN Fulcrum Equity Partners
Mobile advertising solutions to media companies and advertisers, including direct mobile marketing campaigns to 

mobile users through text messaging, rich media content, and interactive mobile marketing campaigns.
$5.0

04/10/2013 Madhouse QUALCOMM Ventures
Mobile advertising network and mobile marketing solution provider in China. It offers MadServing, an automated 

in-house system that serves targeted advertisements to mobile media while providing detailed performance reports.
$6.5

04/09/2013 Moasis Global Not Publicly Disclosed
Advertising platform that enables small businesses to communicate with mobile users who enter pre-defined 

geographic areas.
$0.2

04/08/2013 Somo MMC VENTURES
Mobile marketing agency which offers media planning and buying, design and build, strategy, strategic 

consultancy, and tracking and analysis services. 
-

04/03/2013 XappMedia Not Publicly Disclosed Software firm with focus on mobile advertising space. $3.0

Source: Capital IQ 
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03/18/2013 Namo Media
Trinity Ventures, Betaworks, Google Ventures, 

Andreessen Horowitz

Native mobile advertising technology which integrates ads within the stream of content instead of interrupting 

users or blocking the user interface.
$1.9

03/06/2013 Adcade
ff Venture Capital, Great Oaks Venture Capital, 

Quotidian Ventures, Scout Ventures

Mobile and tablet media solutions for advertisers, publishers, and developers to achieve their marketing or 

monetization goals.
$1.5

03/06/2013 Thumb Friendly Not Publicly Disclosed
Digital media company that helps small and medium-sized businesses to drive incremental revenue through 

turnkey advertising solutions designed to generate and convert incremental leads through mobile devices.
-

02/28/2013 StrikeAd Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile advertising demand-side platforms which lets media agencies manage global mobile ad campaigns from 

multiple advertisers from a single platform.
$4.7

02/27/2013 OverNear Not Publicly Disclosed
Location-based social networking and mobile advertising platform that deploys push notification campaigns to 

consumers. 
$2.5

02/19/2013 Adinch TMT Investments Online advertising platform that promotes products and services on mobile applications and mobile Websites. $1.0

02/07/2013 GroupGifting.com Not Publicly Disclosed Sales and marketing campaigns that leverage social and mobile technologies for gift giving. $1.1

01/25/2013 DataXu

Atlas Venture, Menlo Ventures, Thomvest 

Ventures, Infocomm Investments, Flybridge 

Capital Partners

Multi-channel demand side platform for online, video, and mobile advertisers. -

01/17/2013 Celtra
GrandBanks Capital, SoftBank Capital, Fairhaven 

Capital Partners

Platform for agencies, advertisement networks, and publishers to create, distribute, and measure rich media 

mobile display advertising across native applications and the mobile Web on the device platforms.
$4.0

01/17/2013 LoopMe Ballpark Ventures
Mobile advertising inbox technology solution for advertisers, publishers, and app developers, and offers a social 

preference advertising platform that enables consumers to discover and share ads based on social preference. 
$0.5

01/17/2013 mNectar Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile advertising platform which allows advertisers to acquire and convert mobile users into customers, as well 

as provides targeted display advertising for iOS and Android apps. 
$0.1

01/08/2013 Chartboost Sequoia Capital, TransLink Capital, SKT Ventures
Direct-deal advertising marketplace that enables game publishers to manage the distribution power of their mobile 

game applications.
$19.0

12/31/2012 milabent Magazin Verlag Hamburg Software as a service (SaaS) mobile marketing solution that helps in management of marketing campaigns. -

12/31/2012 Socialist Mint Capital Social media advertising services for local and international brands for open mobile and non-mobile platforms. -

12/28/2012 Pontiflex
New Atlantic Ventures, RRE Ventures, Tribeca 

Venture Partners, GSO Capital Partners 

Mobile and online signup advertising platform for advertisers, mobile application developers, online publishers, 

and social networks.
$7.7

Source: Capital IQ 
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12/24/2012 AppDisco Innopolis Partners Mobile advertising platform that lets users to earn latte points by watching advertisements. $3.3

12/18/2012 BlueCava Not Publicly Disclosed
Technology that enables businesses to identify and profile the devices used by their customers to increase online 

advertising, reduce fraud risk, and improve customer satisfaction.
$4.6

12/14/2012 cXense Polaris Media Software as a services products for online and mobile advertising, audience profil ing, search, and analytics. $6.7

12/14/2012 OpenX Technologies

Accel Management, SAP Ventures, Index Ventures, 

Presidio STX, Samsung Venture Investment, 

Mitsui & Co., Cyber Communications

Digital and mobile advertising technology products and services to digital media companies. Its products include a 

SaaS advertisement serving platform and a RTB-enabled advertisement exchange.
$27.5

12/12/2012 Ivengo Kom Altair Capital Management
Assists advertisers and online advertising agencies in buying mobile advertising with targeted traffic and sells 

advertising projects on mobile applications within the overall  campaign. 
$0.5

12/04/2012 Adelphic Matrix Partners, Google Ventures Predictive data platform for mobile advertising enabling buying and sell ing of targeted mobile media. $10.0

12/01/2012 Happyshop 
Gerens Capital, Corporación de Fomento de la 

Producción, Aurus Gestión de Inversiones

Online mobile digital marketing technology platform that enables companies to distribute geo-localized and 

custom communication. 
$6.5

11/27/2012 ZenPlaya Not Publicly Disclosed
Location-based mobile marketing platform that displays special offers to users during their visits to participating 

venues.
$0.2

11/26/2012 PageWoo SLP Ventures, Karlin Ventures
Mobile advertising platform which includes geo-based demographic targeting, real-time animation optimization, 

post-click analytics, multivariant semantic parsing optimization, and intent-based media. 
$0.5

11/24/2012 Moasis Global Not Publicly Disclosed
Advertising platform that enables small businesses to communicate with mobile users who enter pre-defined 

geographic areas.
$0.2

11/09/2012 OverNear Not Publicly Disclosed
Location-based social networking and mobile advertising platform that deploys push notification campaigns to 

consumers. 
$4.0

11/06/2012 Trademob
Kennet Partners, High-Tech Gründerfonds 

Management, Tengelmann Ventures

Buying platform which provides mobile advertisers with solutions to leverage their mobile channel in Europe and 

engages in the tracking, analysis and optimization, and coherent reporting of mobile advertising.
$15.0

11/02/2012 Mojiva Vaux les Ventures
Premium mobile ad network which provides advertisers and agencies with mobile media execution across tablets 

and smartphones through mobile websites and apps.
-

11/01/2012 Flurry

DFJ, Draper Richards, InterWest Partners, Menlo 

Ventures, CrossLink Capital, Union Square 

Ventures, First Round Capital

Mobile applications analytics/measurement and advertising platform. $25.3

10/31/2012 AppStack Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile advertising and application platform company which provides mobile marketing solutions for small 

business owners in Southern California.
$6.8

Source: Capital IQ 
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10/22/2012 RELATIA Ad4Screen E-CRM agency which provides Social -CRM, mobile internet marketing and advertising services. -

10/18/2012 AdAdapted Not Publicly Disclosed Mobile advertising services through non-disruptive integrated and native ads in mobile games and apps. $0.1

10/05/2012 Globili Not Publicly Disclosed
Cloud-based mobile language translation marketing platform that provides clients a dashboard to create and 

translate messages into various languages, add marketing pages, and create ads. 
$0.1

10/02/2012 UUCUN Intel Capital Internet-based mobile advertising services in China. -

09/25/2012 AdMobius Storm Ventures, Opus Capital
Mobile audience management platform that enables publishers and advertisers to discover and target relevant 

audiences at scale.
$5.0

09/20/2012 MoPub
Accel Management Co, Iris Capital, JAFCO 

Ventures, Harrison Metal Capital
Ad serving platform for mobile application publishers to manage their ad inventory on iOS and Android devices. $12.0

09/18/2012 Hipcricket Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile marketing and advertising technology and services that enable brands, advertising agencies, media 

companies, and enterprise customers to seamlessly drive sales, engagement, and loyalty.
$0.5

09/18/2012
Interdisciplinary 

Design Collaborative
Capital Innovators Mobile advertising platform for advertisers and publishers. $0.1

09/15/2012 Circl AngelPad
Marketing automation platform for local merchants that optimizes mobile, email, and social media for in-store 

visits.
$0.02

09/13/2012 Front Flip Brandmeyer Enterprises
Customer engagement platform which captures customer data, understands visit behavior, and takes action with 

mobile campaigns to combine fun in-store experiences with mobile outreach. 
$3.8

09/13/2012 Mister Bell Omnes Capital, A Plus Finance 
Mobile advertising network in Europe which offers mobile tracking and adserving, multi operating systems, 

campaign optimization, geo-location mobile, and detailed reporting in real time. 
$4.5

09/10/2012 bubL Bridge City Ventures, Portland Seed Fund
Location-based social platform that introduces mobile users to relevant people, advertising, commerce, and 

information nearby within their personal bubble.
$0.03

09/07/2012 Appington Tandem Entrepreneurs Management Services Audio advertisement campaigns and integration systems for mobile games. $0.2

08/31/2012 Grow Mobile Not Publicly Disclosed Mobile ad buying solution across multiple ad networks and traffic sources with transparent ROI analytics. $1.0

08/21/2012 Somo Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile marketing agency which offers media planning and buying, design and build, strategy, strategic 

consultancy, and tracking and analysis services. 
-

Source: Capital IQ 
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08/15/2012 LocalVox Media GSO Capital Partners LP
Multi-channel local business marketing platform that helps local businesses market online across a network of 

publishers, social media, search, mobile, email newsletters, and Website.
$7.4

08/06/2012 Code Square TechLaunch
Mobile marketing platform which consolidates multiple social profiles into a consumer mobile experience and 

allows businesses to leverage social engagement by rewarding customers for their loyalty. 
$0.02

07/10/2012 BlueCava Not Publicly Disclosed
Technology that enables businesses to identify and profile the devices used by their customers to increase online 

advertising, reduce fraud risk, and improve customer satisfaction.
$4.7

07/05/2012 Tweasy Debiopharm Group
Online platform that enables small and medium enterprises to engage in local, mobile, and social marketing. It 

allows clients to communicate through email, mobile phone, and the Internet. 
-

06/30/2012 PageWoo Tech Coast Angels
Mobile advertising platform which includes geo-based demographic targeting, real-time animation optimization, 

post-click analytics, multivariant semantic parsing optimization, and intent-based media. 
-

06/29/2012 Widespace Industrifonden, Northzone Ventures
Mobile advertising services that connect advertisers with publishers. It serves customers internationally and is 

based in Stockholm, Sweden.
$3.8

06/28/2012 Jumptap

Summerhill  Venture Partners, Redpoint Ventures, 

Valhalla Partners, General Catalyst Partners, 

WPP Digital, Keating Capital

Mobile audience targeting platform that provides audience-centric advertising solutions to reach mobile users. $27.5

06/20/2012 Todacell Amdocs, AfterDox Angels Investment Group
Mobile advertising network and solutions that enable advertisers to target audience segments and optimize l ive 

campaigns.
$2.0

06/14/2012
Beijing Adwo Mobile 

Media Technology
TransLink Capital, Vangoo Investment Partners Develops a mobile advertising platform and is based in China. $12.0

06/12/2012 Localsensor Not Publicly Disclosed
Online and mobile advertising company which specializes in targeting online and mobile audiences based on time 

and physical location.
$0.1

06/12/2012 Mobile Posse
Columbia Capital, Court Square Ventures, 

SoftBank Capital, Harbert Venture Partners

Mobile advertising and mCRM solutions for the idle screen and enables carriers to engage subscribers through 

existing mobile idle screen inventory with interactive customer relationship management messages.
$5.0

06/04/2012 BOLD Technologies Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile applications that combine Web advertising, fundraising, and social networking into a single virtual 

community.
$0.01

05/30/2012 Rhythm NewMedia Morgan Creek Capital Management
Mobile video advertising solutions for campaigns across applications and mobile Websites from publishers.  It 

offers an SDK to publishers that transforms all  advertisement units into touchable video experiences. 
$8.0

05/29/2012 Nexage
Hearst Interactive Media, GrandBanks Capital, 

Relay Ventures, SingTel Innov8 Ventures
Integrated real-time bidding and mediation platform that provides value for buyers and sellers. $15.0

05/25/2012 Gradient X

GRP Partners, Baroda Ventures, Rincon Venture 

Partners, Founder Collective, Crosscut Ventures, 

Siemer Ventures, Double M Capital

Technology platform for performance-based advertising in mobile media space for marketers. $3.8

Source: Capital IQ 
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05/16/2012 Kiip

Hummer Winblad Venture Partners, IPG, Digital 

Garage, True Ventures, Verizon Ventures, Relay 

Ventures

Advertising services for mobile games industry. $11.9

04/25/2012 TAPTAP Networks Nauta Capital, SCR Mobile advertising services to publishing groups, large advertisers, and media agencies in Spain. $4.5

04/18/2012 Pontiflex Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile and online signup advertising platform for advertisers, mobile application developers, online publishers, 

and social networks.
$3.0

03/31/2012 madvertise Earlybird Venture Capital & Co.
Mobile advertising services to agencies and advertisers in Europe. It operates madvertise, a mobile advertising 

marketplace. The company offers consulting advice, media planning, and campaigns buying and delivery services. 
$7.6

03/29/2012 Sponge St Ives
Mobile marketing campaigns, high-end mobile Websites and apps, and one to one customer communication 

strategies.
$2.4

03/29/2012 ur mobile Not Publicly Disclosed
Cloud-based platform that extends enterprise level functions to mobile, facil itates mobile marketing campaigns, 

optimizes content for mobile devices, and creates mobile Websites.
$3.0

03/28/2012 AppStack Google Ventures, TomorrowVentures, 500 Startups
Mobile advertising and application platform company which provides mobile marketing solutions for small 

business owners in Southern California.Southern California.
$1.5

03/27/2012 Xhibit Interactive Not Publicly Disclosed
Cloud-based marketing and technology development company focused on digital advertising, online and mobile 

social media, CRM (customer relationship management) solutions and games. 
$0.7

03/26/2012
Mobio Identity 

Systems
Rho Capital Partners, Round Table Services

Identity management company which develops and manages mobile commerce and mobile marketing applications 

for individuals and organizations.
$3.0

03/23/2012 BlueCava Not Publicly Disclosed
Technology that enables businesses to identify and profile the devices used by their customers to increase online 

advertising, reduce fraud risk, and improve customer satisfaction.
$2.0

03/15/2012 Poynt Corporation Intertainment Media
Mobile local search and advertising platform to connect consumers with local offers, businesses, restaurants, gas 

services, movie theatres, and events. 
$1.5

03/13/2012 Adelphic Matrix Partners Predictive data platform for mobile advertising enabling buying and sell ing of targeted mobile media. $2.0

03/08/2012 Aarki Walden Venture Capital
Mobile marketing solutions which enable advertisers and publishers to control their mobile initiatives and choose 

mobile applications or sites that match their products, services, or campaign objectives.
-

02/28/2012 Verve Wireless
BlueRun Ventures, QUALCOMM Ventures, Nokia 

Growth Partners

Intell igent location-aware mobile advertising platform that enables advertisers to target by real-time user 

location/using geo-fences/location-driven audience and behavioral targeting.
$14.0

02/26/2012
Boost 

Communications AS

TeleVenture Capital, Investinor, Norsk 

Innovasjonskapital III Fund

Mobile Internet solutions for TV/media and sports companies, mobile operators, finance/bank customers, and 

advertising brands in Norway and internationally.
$4.4

Source: Capital IQ 
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02/10/2012
Mobio Identity 

Systems
Not Publicly Disclosed

Identity management company which develops and manages mobile commerce and mobile marketing applications 

for individuals and organizations.
$0.9

02/09/2012 DoubleRecall

Digital Garage, Y Combinator, ITOCHU Technology 

Ventures, SV Angel, Mentor Partners, Start Fund, 

TEEC Angel Fund

Web-based recall  based advertising platform and monetization solution for online media and mobile. $1.6

02/08/2012 Zhidian Media Shenzhen CDF-Capital Company Mobile Internet advertising services and is based in Guangzhou, China. $12.7

02/01/2012 OverNear Not Publicly Disclosed
Location-based social networking and mobile advertising platform that deploys push notification campaigns to 

consumers. 
$0.8

01/18/2012 Qustodian Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile advertising and marketing solutions which allow users to receive personalized offers, promotions, and 

news from their choice of brands, shops, and businesses via mobile phone.
-

01/12/2012 StrikeAd DFJ Esprit, SoftTech VC, Siemer Ventures
Demand side mobile-specific platform that enables agencies to plan, execute, and evaluate various mobile 

campaigns on a global basis.
$3.6

12/28/2011
Nanjing MITIAN TECH 

CO.
Not Publicly Disclosed Mobile intell igent advertising platform technologies in China. $20.0

12/15/2011 MediaBrix Edison Venture Fund
Social media advertising platform that provides video, display, and mobile ads on social venues. It offers agencies 

and advertisers a solution for social advertising through online and mobile devices. 
$4.0

12/13/2011 xAD
SoftBank Capital, Palisades Ventures 

Management, Emergence Capital Partners, SVB 

Mobile advertising network to publishers, developers, and advertisers. Additionally, it provides location-based 

mobile advertising solutions for local and national businesses. 
$9.0

12/06/2011 Trademob
High-Tech Gründerfonds Management, 

Tengelmann Ventures

Buying platform which provides mobile advertisers with solutions to leverage their mobile channel in Europe and 

engages in the tracking, analysis and optimization, and coherent reporting of mobile advertising.
-

11/14/2011
InGameAd Interactive 

Technology
WPP, Revolution Capital Group, SingTel Innov8 Online advertising and games which include mobile games services. -

11/14/2011 xAD Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile advertising network to publishers, developers, and advertisers. Additionally, it provides location-based 

mobile advertising solutions for local and national businesses. 
$4.0

11/10/2011 BrightRoll
Adams Street Partners, Trident Capital, Scale 

Venture Partners, Comerica Bank, True Ventures

Digital video advertising solutions to advertising agencies, publishers, and brand advertisers to execute video 

advertising campaigns in Web, mobile, and connected TV landscape.
$30.0

11/10/2011 ExactTarget
Battery Ventures, TCV, Scale Venture Partners, 

Greenspring Associates

Cross-channel digital marketing software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions that enable organizations to communicate 

with their customers through the interactive channels.
$40.0

11/07/2011 GlanceID Not Publicly Disclosed
Hyperlocal mobile marketing solutions which focus on delivering local businesses a mobile platform to reach 

potential customers using scannable iD QR codes. 
$0.1

Source: Capital IQ 
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10/27/2011 4INFO

DFJ, Gannett Co., U.S. Venture Partners, Vulcan 

Capital, Mitsui & Co. Global Investment, 

Mezzanine Capital Partners

Mobile advertising technology company which provides audience targeting solutions to publishers, agencies, and 

brands.
$14.0

10/24/2011 BYNDL Not Publicly Disclosed Platform-or-as-a-service based mobile marketing and payments platform. $0.1

10/24/2011 Chartboost TransLink Capital, SKT Ventures, XG Ventures
Direct-deal advertising marketplace that enables game publishers to manage the distribution power of their mobile 

game applications.
$2.0

10/14/2011 BlueCava S3 Ventures
Technology that enables businesses to identify and profile the devices used by their customers to increase online 

advertising, reduce fraud risk, and improve customer satisfaction.
$9.5

10/10/2011 madvertise
Earlybird Venture Capital & Co., Blumberg 

Capital, Felicis Ventures

Mobile advertising services to agencies and advertisers in Europe. It operates madvertise, a mobile advertising 

marketplace. The company offers consulting advice, media planning, and campaigns buying and delivery services. 
$10.0

10/04/2011 Affle D2 Communications Mobile media company which provides mobile messaging and advertising solutions. $10.0

09/26/2011 Ad4Screen
MBO Partenaires, Backbone, FCPR Agregator 

Capital, Trois Rivières Holding

Platform that offers real-time connection to the main mobile advertising networks and tracking software that 

measures the performance of mobile advertising campaigns.
$5.9

09/19/2011 Hunt Mobile Ads CAP Ventures, Enzyme Venture Capital
Mobile advertising network targeted to Spanish-speaking marketluding Latin American and the U.S. Hispanic 

markets.
-

09/15/2011 InMobi SoftBank Corp.
Mobile advertising services in Asia and Africa that offer an advertisement serving algorithm that helps in 

optimizing the ranking of the advertisements served on mobile phones. 
$200.0

09/07/2011 Adfonic Not Publicly Disclosed
Web-based marketplace and tools that enable advertisers to build, execute, monitor, and control campaigns, and 

also allows publishers to monetize their mobile sites and applications. 
$7.5

09/01/2011 Moasis Global Not Publicly Disclosed
Advertising platform that enables small businesses to communicate with mobile users who enter pre-defined 

geographic areas.
$0.1

08/21/2011 Brandtone Not Publicly Disclosed Mobile communications and marketing services through its voice-based mobile platform. $8.2

08/18/2011
Noqoush Mobile 

Media Group
Not Publicly Disclosed Mobile advertising network and mobile media monetization services in the Middle East. $3.0

08/10/2011 iRidge Mizuho Capital Co., Mitsubishi UFJ Capital Co.
iRidge develops location based mobile marketing platform and information delivery services called popinfo for 

retail, apparel, department store, railway, banking sectors.
$1.0

08/08/2011 Etonenet Mitsui & Co. Global Investment
Services and solutions for the mobile marketing industry in China and offers mobile messaging services that 

deliver an advertiser's product or service information to targeted customers.
$3.0

Source: Capital IQ 
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08/01/2011
Duomeng Zhisheng 

Network Co.

Redpoint Ventures, Qiming Weichuang Venture 

Capital Management (Shanghai) Company
Mobile internet advertising services and is based in Beijing, China. $10.0

08/01/2011
PoKos 

Communications
Not Publicly Disclosed

Communications company which creates and delivers a text, marketing, and mobile CRM software platform for 

smartphones.
$0.1

07/31/2011 Brandtone
Unilever Ventures, Verlinvest, Enterprise Ireland, 

Vision Private Equity
Mobile communications and marketing services through its voice-based mobile platform. $14.4

07/31/2011 MeinProspekt
High-Tech Gründerfonds Management, Logan 

Capital, TheMediaLab & Co. 

Platform for digital and mobile leaflet advertising that enables consumers to search and easily categorize their 

search by product type, region or retailer, to quickly find the desired product.
-

07/31/2011 milabent Not Publicly Disclosed Software as a service (SaaS) mobile marketing solution that helps in management of marketing campaigns. -

07/29/2011 Closely Not Publicly Disclosed Live social promotion and mobile marketing services for small businesses. $3.6

07/20/2011 Chalkboard Neoteny Labs
Online mobile advertising platform which enables retail  businesses to send their promotions, daily specials, and 

product launches to people around their shops through mobile phones.
-

07/12/2011 MoPub Accel Management Co, Harrison Metal Capital Ad serving platform for mobile application publishers to manage their ad inventory on iOS and Android devices. $6.5

07/01/2011 Mojiva
Shamrock Capital Advisors, Pelion Venture 

Partners, Bertelsmann Digital Media Investments

Premium mobile ad network which provides advertisers and agencies with mobile media execution across tablets 

and smartphones through mobile websites and apps.
$25.0

07/01/2011 Phizzle Alsop Louie Partners
Mobile marketing company which provides audience engagement solutions to grow fan loyalty, monetization, asset 

management, and brand equity.
$3.0

06/30/2011 Apsalar
Battery Ventures, DN Capital, Thomvest Ventures, 

Founder's Co-op, 500 Startups

Mobile engagement management (MEM) solutions for application developers and publishers, including a mobile 

conversion analytics solution and a mobile behavioral advertising solution.
$5.0

06/30/2011
Beijing Adwo Mobile 

Media Technology
Not Publicly Disclosed Develops a mobile advertising platform and is based in China. -

06/30/2011 DoubleRecall Y Combinator Web-based recall  based advertising platform and monetization solution for online media and mobile. -

06/30/2011 Front Flip
Kansas Technology Enterprise Corporation, 

Archer Capital

Customer engagement platform which captures customer data, understands visit behavior, and takes action with 

mobile campaigns to combine fun in-store experiences with mobile outreach. 
$3.3

06/30/2011 Paperlinks Y Combinator QR code and offers platform for deploying mobile marketing campaigns which includes an analytics dashboard. -

Source: Capital IQ 
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06/28/2011 BlueCava Not Publicly Disclosed
Technology that enables businesses to identify and profile the devices used by their customers to increase online 

advertising, reduce fraud risk, and improve customer satisfaction.
$1.5

06/23/2011 Vpon TrustBridge Partners
Location-based service mobile advertising networks and its mobile applications comprise entertainment, 

navigation, l ife, business, news, games, and social networks for brand advertisers. 
$7.0

06/16/2011 AppRedeem BlueRun Ventures, SV Angel Advertising platform for mobile application discovery, branding, and monetization. $0.7

06/15/2011 Fat Boy Labs Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile and social media marketing platforms and applications for brands, retailers, and venues, as well as mobile 

Web and messaging, social application, and Web application development.
$0.5

06/10/2011 Surikate Covent Partners
Mobile advertising services such as market research, services of measurement of audience, CRM, and new 

advertising formats.
$1.4

06/01/2011 Adelphic Not Publicly Disclosed Predictive data platform for mobile advertising enabling buying and sell ing of targeted mobile media. $0.3

05/31/2011 800 Commerce Mammoth Corporation

Engages in the development and distribution of wireless applications through mobile marketing platforms that 

enable businesses to integrate brands, promotions, videos, and other digital content through the Internet and 

mobile devices.

$5.0

05/31/2011 MediaBrix Revel Partners
Social media advertising platform that provides video, display, and mobile ads on social venues. It offers agencies 

and advertisers a solution for social advertising through online and mobile devices. 
$1.5

05/31/2011 SinglePoint Rally Capital, Naya Ventures
Mobile marketing and advertising solutions that enable brands, agencies, and publishers to connect with North 

American wireless subscribers. It offers mobile display advertising and mobile messaging services. 
$1.0

05/13/2011 OpenX Technologies

Accel Management Co, SAP Ventures, Index 

Ventures, Presidio STX, Mitsui & Co. Global 

Investment, DAG Ventures, AOL Ventures

Digital and mobile advertising technology products and services to digital media companies. Its products include a 

SaaS advertisement serving platform and a RTB-enabled advertisement exchange.
$20.0

05/04/2011
Mobio Identity 

Systems
Not Publicly Disclosed

Identity management company which develops and manages mobile commerce and mobile marketing applications 

for individuals and organizations.
$3.7

04/19/2011 Briabe Media Stochasto 
Mobile marketing agency that specializes in understanding the mobile behavioral patterns of various consumer 

audiences within the U.S. and provides mobile messaging and mobile display advertising solutions.
$2.0

04/11/2011 Crisp Media EDB Investments, Meritage Funds, Intel Capital Mobile advertising technology, media, and services to brand advertisers, agencies, and publishers. $6.1

04/11/2011 OverNear Not Publicly Disclosed
Location-based social networking and mobile advertising platform to deploy push notification campaigns for 

consumers. 
$1.2

04/07/2011 GoldSpot Media Berg and Berg Enterprises, EXA Ventures
Cloud-based rich media advertisement creation platform that delivers a self-serve environment to create, 

distribute, and measure rich media campaigns across three digital screens. 
$12.1

Source: Capital IQ 
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04/07/2011 MobSmith Blumberg Capital, XG Ventures
Location-based mobile advertising platform that helps businesses to design advertising campaigns and target them 

to potential customers who are nearby their store via mobile applications and the mobile Web. 
$0.6

04/02/2011 DataXu
Atlas Venture, Menlo Ventures, Flybridge Capital 

Partners
Multi-channel demand side platform for online, video, and mobile advertisers. $20.0

03/29/2011 Kiip
Hummer Winblad Venture Partners, CrossLink 

Capital, True Ventures, Crosslink Seed Fund
Advertising services for mobile games industry. $4.1

03/29/2011 MobPartner Alven Capital Partners, Newfund Management
Mobile affi l iate network that connects advertisers with their audience worldwide and provides performance 

marketing services for advertisers and agencies, mobile publishers, application developers, and media buyers. 
$3.5

03/28/2011 ExactTarget
Battery Ventures, TCV, SAP Ventures, Scale 

Venture Partners, Greenspring Associates

Cross-channel digital marketing software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions that enable organizations to communicate 

with their customers through the interactive channels.
$30.0

03/22/2011 Dianxin Media GSR Ventures Management Co.
Mobile internet marketing services in China which places precision advertisements on WAP sites and mobile 

applications. 
$15.0

03/18/2011 Jumptap

Summerhill  Venture Partners, Redpoint Ventures, 

Valhalla Partners, All ianceBernstein, General 

Catalyst, WPP Digital

Mobile audience targeting platform that provides audience-centric advertising solutions to reach mobile users. $25.0

03/16/2011 Verve Wireless Not Publicly Disclosed
Intelligent location-aware mobile advertising platform that enables advertisers to target by real-time user 

location/using geo-fences/location-driven audience and behavioral targeting.
$3.5

03/08/2011 Chalkboard Neoteny Labs
Online mobile advertising platform which enables retail  businesses to send their promotions, daily specials, and 

product launches to people around their shops through mobile phones.
-

03/04/2011 LocalVox Media Not Publicly Disclosed
Multi-channel local business marketing platform that helps local businesses market online across a network of 

publishers, social media, search, mobile, email newsletters, and Website.
$0.2

02/28/2011
Duomeng Zhisheng 

Network Co.
Redpoint Ventures Mobile internet advertising services and is based in Beijing, China. -

02/24/2011 Pontiflex Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile and online signup advertising platform for advertisers, mobile application developers, online publishers, 

and social networks.
$6.0

02/22/2011 GET IT Mobile Javelin Venture Partners
Unified marketing platform for application publishers to deliver mobile apps from an online or offl ine marketing 

channel to a mobile device regardless of carrier, platform, application store, or delivery method.
$1.1

02/03/2011 Affle D2 Communications Mobile media company which provides mobile messaging and advertising solutions. -

02/01/2011 Etonenet WI Harper Group
Services and solutions for the mobile marketing industry in China and offers mobile messaging services that 

deliver an advertiser's product or service information to targeted customers.
-

Source: Capital IQ 
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01/31/2011 StrikeAd UK eValue AG
Demand side mobile-specific platform that enables agencies to plan, execute, and evaluate various mobile 

campaigns on a global basis.
$0.8

01/26/2011 Smaato EDB Investments, Aeris Capital 
Targeted mobile advertising optimization platform which enables app developers and publishers to monetize their 

content in various countries with advanced real-time optimization features and rich media ad formats. 
$7.0

01/25/2011 Celtra GrandBanks Capital, Fairhaven Capital Partners
Platform for agencies, advertisement networks, and publishers to create, distribute, and measure rich media 

mobile display advertising across native applications and the mobile Web on the device platforms.
$5.0

01/23/2011 Celltick Technologies Jerusalem Venture Partners Mobile home screen marketing solutions which allows advertisers to promote their brands and generate leads. $8.0

01/22/2011
Ad Dynamo 

International
VenFin DD Holdings, InVenFin Pay-per-click advertising platform which delivers digital advertisements online and on mobile phones. -

01/20/2011 Howmark Mobile Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile performance and affi l iate network focused on the mobile Web for mobile publishers to run advertising 

campaigns in mobile advertising channels.
$1.0

12/31/2010 Apsalar
Seraph Group, Founder's Co-op, Founder's Co-op 

L.P., 500 Startups, Morado Venture Partners

Mobile engagement management (MEM) solutions for application developers and publishers, including a mobile 

conversion analytics solution and a mobile behavioral advertising solution.
$0.8

12/31/2010 Brandtone Unilever Ventures Mobile communications and marketing services through its voice-based mobile platform. $5.4

12/31/2010 Dianxin Media SINA Corporation
Mobile internet marketing services in China which places precision advertisements on WAP sites and mobile 

applications. 
$12.0

12/31/2010 Front Flip Not Publicly Disclosed
Customer engagement platform which captures customer data, understands visit behavior, and takes action with 

mobile campaigns to combine fun in-store experiences with mobile outreach. 
$0.7

12/31/2010 Madhouse

JAFCO Investment (Asia Pacific), Gobi Partners, 

Nokia Growth Partners, D2 Communications, TDF 

Capital

Mobile advertising network and mobile marketing solution provider in China. It offers MadServing, an automated 

in-house system that serves targeted advertisements to mobile media while providing detailed performance reports.
-

12/31/2010 Millennial Media
Bessemer Venture Partners, Charles River 

Ventures, Columbia Capital, NEA

Mobile advertising solutions for advertisers and developers including a data platform that accesses and analyzes 

volumes of data—location, social, interest, and mobile device—to provide a multi-dimensional view of individual 

profiles. 

$27.5

12/31/2010 MoMac B.V. Truffle Capital
Mobile publishing platform that provides solutions for mobile operators, publishers, press agencies, broadcasters, 

record labels, and other content owners.
-

12/31/2010 Songwhale Innovation Works
Interactive media company which provides mobile solutions that facil itate sponsorship, advertising, distribution, 

and monetization of digital content to mobile devices.
$0.1

12/23/2010

Digital Advertising 

Consortium Beijing 

Co.

D.A.Consortium
Internet advertising consulting, project or design of net campaigns and promotions, design of mobile advertising, 

and support for internet advertising.
$3.2

Source: Capital IQ 
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12/14/2010 Moasis Global Not Publicly Disclosed
Advertising platform that enables small businesses to communicate with mobile users who enter pre-defined 

geographic areas.
$0.2

12/06/2010 MoPub Accel Management Co, Harrison Metal Capital Ad serving platform for mobile application publishers to manage their ad inventory on iOS and Android devices. -

12/01/2010 Flurry

Draper Fisher Jurvetson, Draper Richards, 

InterWest Partners, Menlo Ventures, Union 

Square Ventures, First Round Capital

Mobile applications analytics/measurement and advertising platform. $15.0

11/30/2010 Jumptap Cyber Communications Mobile audience targeting platform that provides audience-centric advertising solutions to reach mobile users. -

11/12/2010 NewDog Technologies Not Publicly Disclosed Interactive marketing agency which provides remote ordering and mobile Internet solutions for restaurants. $0.1

11/10/2010 Rhythm NewMedia
Morgenthaler, QuestMark Partners, Rembrandt 

Venture Partners, Lightspeed Venture Partners

Mobile video advertising solutions for campaigns across applications and mobile Websites from publishers.  It 

offers an SDK to publishers that transforms all  advertisement units into touchable video experiences. 
$10.0

11/05/2010 Crisp Media Not Publicly Disclosed Mobile advertising technology, media, and services to brand advertisers, agencies, and publishers. $1.5

11/02/2010 Mobivity Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile marketing technology that enables brands and enterprises to engage consumers through their mobile 

phones and other smart devices.
$1.0

10/28/2010 Kiip True Ventures Offers an ad product for the mobile games industry. $0.3

10/21/2010 ArX Mobile Gemini Partners, Investment Arm

Text based mobile messaging campaigns and mobile Website development for blue chip international consumer 

brands, Health initiatives, political candidates, advocacy and non-profit organizations, and higher education 

institutions.

-

09/30/2010 Social Stay Not Publicly Disclosed
Platform for hospitality industry companies who are seeking to offer advertising and marketing messages through 

mobile phones.
$0.1

09/24/2010 BlueCava Not Publicly Disclosed
Technology that enables businesses to identify and profile the devices used by their customers to increase online 

advertising, reduce fraud risk, and improve customer satisfaction.
$5.3

09/22/2010 Verve Wireless BlueRun Ventures, The Associated Press
Intell igent location-aware mobile advertising platform that enables advertisers to target by real-time user 

location/using geo-fences/location-driven audience and behavioral targeting.
$6.8

09/16/2010 ArtoConnect Meltwater Foundation
Mobile marketing solutions including a self-serve platform solution that enables businesses to promote their 

products and services to the consumers. 
-

09/08/2010 Adfonic Not Publicly Disclosed
Web-based marketplace and tools that enable advertisers to build, execute, monitor, and control campaigns, and 

also allows publishers to monetize their mobile sites and applications. 
-

Source: Capital IQ 
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08/16/2010 xAD Tech Coast Angels, Emergence Capital Partners
Mobile advertising network to publishers, developers, and advertisers. Additionally, it provides location-based 

mobile advertising solutions for local and national businesses. 
$4.3

07/31/2010 Surikate Covent Partners
Mobile advertising services such as market research, services of measurement of audience, CRM, and new 

advertising formats.
-

07/24/2010 AdCall Mezabay International, Legend Venture Mobile telecom advertising service provider based in China. -

07/23/2010 MeinProspekt
High-Tech Gründerfonds Management, Logan 

Capital

Platform for digital and mobile leaflet advertising that enables consumers to search and easily categorize their 

search by product type, region or retailer, to quickly find the desired product.
-

07/21/2010 madvertise Investitionsbank Berlin
Mobile advertising services to agencies and advertisers in Europe. It operates madvertise, a mobile advertising 

marketplace. The company offers consulting advice, media planning, and campaigns buying and delivery services. 
-

07/20/2010
Advanced Mobile 

Solutions Worldwide

Ben Franklin Technology Partners of 

Southeastern Pennsylvania, Investment Arm
Mobile content and advertising solutions for media and online listing companies. $0.1

07/13/2010 InMobi
Kleiner, Perkins, Caufield & Byers, Sherpalo 

Ventures

Mobile advertising services in Asia and Africa that offer an advertisement serving algorithm that helps in 

optimizing the ranking of the advertisements served on mobile phones. 
$8.0

07/12/2010 Matomy Media Group Viola Private Equity
Performance-based digital marketing solutions for Web, social, and mobile platforms worldwide. It offers affi l iate 

network, display advertisement network, mobile advertising, and video solutions.
$17.0

06/28/2010 Pongr Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile and social marketing solutions for image recognition, picture-texting, picture-email, and vertical computer 

vision applications to media companies, advertisement agencies and brands, and telecom and wireless carriers.
$0.03

06/25/2010 Qustodian Inveready Asset Management, S.G.E.C.R.
Mobile advertising and marketing solutions which allow users to receive personalized offers, promotions, and 

news from their choice of brands, shops, and businesses via mobile phone.
$1.0

06/15/2010 Songwhale Not Publicly Disclosed
Interactive media company which provides mobile solutions that facil itate sponsorship, advertising, distribution, 

and monetization of digital content to mobile devices.
$1.2

06/11/2010 Apptera

Alloy Ventures, Pritzker Group Venture Capital, 

Walden International, Lightspeed Venture 

Partners

Mobile communications and advertising company that enhances mobile phone connections with multimedia 

content, personalization, interactivity, and sharing.
$10.0

05/27/2010 Collider Media Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile marketing platform that helps in audience identification and optimization. The company provides media 

optimization services to publishers and advertising networks for enabling targeting on mobile devices. 
$3.3

05/26/2010
Jumuika Media 

Solutions
eVentures Africa Fund

Mobile marketing services through its opt-in mobile advertising platform to small and large organizations in East 

Africa.
-

05/17/2010 CornerBlue Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile marketing agency which util izes custom landing pages, continuous campaign optimization, pinpoint 

targeting, and publishers to create performance-based mobile cost-per-lead and cost-per-action campaigns. 
$0.3

Source: Capital IQ 
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05/14/2010 LocalVox Media Not Publicly Disclosed
Multi-channel local business marketing platform that helps local businesses market online across a network of 

publishers, social media, search, mobile, email newsletters, and Website.
$0.3

04/23/2010 Mojiva
Pelion Venture Partners, Bertelsmann Digital 

Media Investments

Premium mobile ad network which provides advertisers and agencies with mobile media execution across tablets 

and smartphones through mobile websites and apps.
$7.0

03/30/2010 madvertise
Earlybird Venture Capital & Co., Team Europe 

Management

Mobile advertising services to agencies and advertisers in Europe. It operates madvertise, a mobile advertising 

marketplace. The company offers consulting advice, media planning, and campaigns buying and delivery services. 
-

03/25/2010 MeinProspekt Not Publicly Disclosed
Platform for digital and mobile leaflet advertising that enables consumers to search and easily categorize their 

search by product type, region or retailer, to quickly find the desired product.
-

03/03/2010 DataXu
Atlas Venture, Menlo Ventures, Flybridge Capital 

Partners
Multi-channel demand side platform for online, video, and mobile advertisers. $11.0

02/26/2010 Tetherball Not Publicly Disclosed Mobile marketing solutions for retailers and ad agencies to measure consumer engagement and participation. $0.2

02/25/2010 Affle ITOCHU Corporation Mobile media company which provides mobile messaging and advertising solutions. -

02/23/2010 Mobile Posse Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile advertising and mCRM solutions for the idle screen and enables carriers to engage subscribers through 

existing mobile idle screen inventory with interactive customer relationship management messages.
$2.5

02/03/2010 BrightRoll
Adams Street Partners, Scale Venture Partners, 

True Ventures, KPG Ventures

Digital video advertising solutions to advertising agencies, publishers, and brand advertisers to execute video 

advertising campaigns in Web, mobile, and connected TV landscape.
$10.0

02/02/2010 Sofialys SAS
CREATHOR VENTURE Management, SFR 

Développement, Quadriplay Advertainment

Mobile marketing and advertising tools and solutions for customers and serves advertisements for mobile clients, 

such as Java and iPhone, and Android applications (banner advertisements, expandable banners, and roll ing 

banners).

-

01/31/2010 Songwhale Not Publicly Disclosed
Interactive media company which provides mobile solutions that facil itate sponsorship, advertising, distribution, 

and monetization of digital content to mobile devices.
$0.1

01/25/2010 Beezag USA Bruellan
Internet and mobile platform that allows advertisers to send their video ads directly to the Beezag users, who 

receive and watch advertisements on Beezag.com, on Facebook, or from the company’s iPhone application.
$2.5

01/13/2010 Songwhale Not Publicly Disclosed
Interactive media company which provides mobile solutions that facil itate sponsorship, advertising, distribution, 

and monetization of digital content to mobile devices.
$0.2

12/30/2009 Flurry

Draper Fisher Jurvetson, Draper Richards, 

InterWest Partners, Union Square Ventures, First 

Round Capital

Mobile applications analytics/measurement and advertising platform. $7.0

12/30/2009 Flurry Not Publicly Disclosed Mobile applications analytics/measurement and advertising platform. $0.6

Source: Capital IQ 
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12/18/2009 MobGold Fast Global Investments
Mobile advertising network and mobile transaction solutions for advertisers, brand owners, publishers, network 

operators, Web portals, and mobile phone retailers to monetize their user traffic around the world.
$12.0

12/17/2009 Evryx Technologies T.R. Winston & Company
Mobile search and marketing services which includes a mobile visual search technology for searching information 

on brands, advertisements, and products. It also offers voice search and audio recognition services. 
-

12/02/2009 Smaato Aeris Capital 
Targeted mobile advertising optimization platform which enables app developers and publishers to monetize their 

content in various countries with advanced real-time optimization features and rich media ad formats. 
$4.5

12/01/2009 Closely Not Publicly Disclosed Live social promotion and mobile marketing services for small businesses. $0.4

11/18/2009 1020 Onset Ventures, Voyager Capital
Provides advertising services for mobile communication devices. The company designs and develops location-

based advertising and marketing solutions as well as digital advertising and enterprise SaaS solutions. 
$8.0

11/18/2009 ExactTarget Technology Crossover Ventures
Cross-channel digital marketing software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions that enable organizations to communicate 

with their customers through the interactive channels.
$70.0

11/13/2009 Millennial Media

Bessemer Venture Partners, Charles River 

Ventures, Columbia Capital, NEA, Columbia 

Capital

Mobile advertising solutions for advertisers and developers including a data platform that accesses and analyzes 

volumes of data—location, social, interest, and mobile device—to provide a multi-dimensional view of individual 

profiles. 

$16.0

11/11/2009 Adfonic Not Publicly Disclosed
Web-based marketplace and tools that enable advertisers to build, execute, monitor, and control campaigns, and 

also allows publishers to monetize their mobile sites and applications. 
$0.6

11/04/2009 Manna från himlen Rosengård Invest 
Mobile direct marketing tool that enables the possibil ity to select target groups based on demographics, interests, 

and geographic location.
-

10/12/2009 Amobee Amdocs
Mobile advertising solutions that simplify media reporting and tracking and inventory management as well as a 

platform to create advertisements and offer cross-platform client integration services.
-

10/09/2009 Kaskado SEED Capital Denmark
Platform provides an interactive Mobile Coupon service, which enables advertising agencies and independent 

retailers to deliver various offers via the mobile phone to consumers in an Opt in and relevant manner. 
-

10/06/2009 Evryx Technologies Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile search and marketing services which includes a mobile visual search technology for searching information 

on brands, advertisements, and products. It also offers voice search and audio recognition services. 
$1.5

10/02/2009 ShopText Connecticut Innovations, Eli  Whitney Fund
Mobile marketing and loyalty solutions including a platform which enables brands and retailers to engage 

consumers from any advertisement with a text message and creates a new opt-in direct-to-consumer channel. 
$0.9

09/28/2009 ExactTarget Not Publicly Disclosed
Cross-channel digital marketing software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions that enable organizations to communicate 

with their customers through the interactive channels.
$5.0

08/04/2009 iLoop Mobile Not Publicly Disclosed Develops, manages, and analyzes mobile marketing campaigns through the use of an integrated software platform. $2.0

Source: Capital IQ 
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07/31/2009 Adenyo Not Publicly Disclosed

Interactive, online, and mobile marketing and advertising solutions. The company also operates as an MVNO, 

which offers branded cell  phone services, and SMS direct marketing services to organizations sell ing to retail  

clients. 

$26.9

07/31/2009 Prim'Vision SAS Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile advertising platform that provides a phone based agent, a security server, and an advertising server for 

mobile operators. 
$2.1

07/15/2009 UUCUN Innobridge Venture Fund Internet-based mobile advertising services in China. -

07/14/2009 Nexage
JLA Ventures, RBC Venture Partners, GrandBanks 

Capital, The Blackberry Partners Fund
Integrated real-time bidding and mediation platform that provides value for buyers and sellers. $4.0

07/03/2009
Ad Dynamo 

International
VenFin DD Holdings, InVenFin Pay-per-click advertising platform which delivers digital advertisements online and on mobile phones. -

06/29/2009 Modiv Media SeaPoint Ventures, Ignition Partners
Mobile marketing solutions for various brands and retailers that integrate personalized promotions, mobile self-

scan, and instant checkout on shoppers smartphones.
$1.5

06/25/2009 Todacell AfterDox Angels Investment Group
Mobile advertising network and solutions that enable advertisers to target audience segments and optimize l ive 

campaigns.
$2.0

06/19/2009 madvertise Team Europe Management
Mobile advertising services to agencies and advertisers in Europe. It operates madvertise, a mobile advertising 

marketplace. The company offers consulting advice, media planning, and campaigns buying and delivery services. 
-

06/11/2009 HEROZ Mobile Internet Capital Mobile media and marketing and social network service (SNS) related services. -

05/28/2009 Mobile Commons Tribeca Venture Partners, Zelkova Ventures

Mobile marketing platform that provides data analysis tools for companies, non-profits, and government agencies. 

The company’s platform offers mobile CRM, text messaging, phone calls, mobile Web, mobile giving campaign, and 

APIs. 

-

05/26/2009 OpenX Technologies

Accel Management Co, Index Ventures, Mangrove 

Capital Partners, First Round Capital, DAG 

Ventures

Digital and mobile advertising technology products and services to digital media companies. Its products include a 

SaaS advertisement serving platform and a RTB-enabled advertisement exchange.
$10.0

05/07/2009 Celtra RSG Capital
Platform for agencies, advertisement networks, and publishers to create, distribute, and measure rich media 

mobile display advertising across native applications and the mobile Web on the device platforms.
$1.3

05/01/2009 ExactTarget
Battery Ventures, Scale Venture Partners, 

Greenspring Associates, Crossover Ventures 

Cross-channel digital marketing software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions that enable organizations to communicate 

with their customers through the interactive channels.
$70.0

05/01/2009 Modiv Media Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile marketing solutions for various brands and retailers that integrate personalized promotions, mobile self-

scan, and instant checkout on shoppers smartphones.
$2.6

04/29/2009
Stageline Mobile 

Stage
Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec Line of made-to-measure mobile units for the marketing and event industries. $3.3

Source: Capital IQ 
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04/15/2009 DataXu Atlas Venture, Flybridge Capital Partners Multi-channel demand side platform for online, video, and mobile advertisers. $6.0

03/25/2009
V-Mobile 

Communications
Secured Digital Applications

Integrated mobile advertising services in Australia which offers Vmobile VoIP Gateway, a solution that enables 

accelerated creation of personalized, interactive, and compelling content services for mobile community users.
$1.7

03/16/2009 Quattro Wireless
Highland Capital Partners, Globespan Capital 

Partners

Mobile advertising network which helps advertisers with designing, developing, and serving interactive campaigns 

to the network audience. 
$10.0

03/12/2009 Pontiflex
New Atlantic Ventures, RRE Ventures, Tribeca 

Venture Partners, TVP I, L.P.

Mobile and online signup advertising platform for advertisers, mobile application developers, online publishers, 

and social networks.
$6.3

03/11/2009 Greystripe
Incubic Management, Steamboat Ventures, 

Monitor Ventures, Peacock Equity Fund

Mobile advertising network which serves rich media impressions to users of touch-driven devices through 

application titles and mobile Websites across mobile platforms. 
$7.5

02/10/2009 Affle Microsoft Corporation Mobile media company which provides mobile messaging and advertising solutions. -

01/31/2009 Flurry Draper Fisher Jurvetson Mobile applications analytics/measurement and advertising platform. -

01/22/2009 4INFO

Draper Fisher Jurvetson, Gannett Co., U.S. Venture 

Partners, Sand Hill  Capital, Selby Ventures, 

Peacock Equity Fund

Mobile advertising technology company which provides audience targeting solutions to publishers, agencies, and 

brands.
$20.0

12/31/2008 Ambient Industries Amadeus Capital Partners, Eden Ventures
Location-based applications for mobile advertising markets. It offers Flook, a discovery engine that allows people 

to browse, discover, create, share, and interact with location-specific content. 
$2.6

12/31/2008 Crisp Media Intel Capital Mobile advertising technology, media, and services to brand advertisers, agencies, and publishers. -

12/31/2008 THAZZA NOM Finance
Mobile marketing services including location-based, redemption and acquisition campaigns, and mixed mobile 

solutions. 
-

11/27/2008
Technologies 

Mobilito
Montreal Start Up

Marketing company and technologies provider which offers integrated mobile marketing solutions for customers in 

North America and internationally.
-

11/19/2008 Apptera
Alloy Ventures, Walden International, Lightspeed 

Venture Partners

Mobile communications and advertising company that enhances mobile phone connections with multimedia 

content, personalization, interactivity, and sharing.
$10.6

11/12/2008 Mojiva Bertelsmann Digital Media Investments
Premium mobile ad network which provides advertisers and agencies with mobile media execution across tablets 

and smartphones through mobile websites and apps.
$3.0

11/07/2008 MobiComKorea Co. FAS Alliances
Interactive mobile marketing technology which offers mobile membership marketing services, such as database 

management and customer relationship management.
$0.7

Source: Capital IQ 
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Amount 

Raised

10/31/2008 MoVoxx
e.ventures, First Round Capital, Greycroft 

Partners, Khosla Ventures

Mobile advertising agency which provides interactive mobile advertisements within mobile content to enhance 

branding.
-

10/21/2008 AdMob Google
Accel Management, DFJ, Sequoia Capital, 

Northgate Capital Group
Mobile advertising network which provides solutions for discovery, branding, and monetization on the mobile Web. $28.2

10/21/2008 Madhouse
Nokia Growth Partners, L.P., Nokia Growth 

Partners

Mobile advertising network and mobile marketing solution provider in China. It offers MadServing, an automated 

in-house system that serves targeted advertisements to mobile media while providing detailed performance reports.
-

10/03/2008 Crisp Media Meritage Funds Mobile advertising technology, media, and services to brand advertisers, agencies, and publishers. $5.0

10/02/2008 Tetherball Not Publicly Disclosed Mobile marketing solutions for retailers and ad agencies to measure consumer engagement and participation. $0.5

10/01/2008 mobilePeople Via Venture Partners
Local mobile search and advertising solutions for directory publishers, directory assistance providers, and media 

companies.
$7.5

09/30/2008 4INFO Draper Fisher Jurvetson, U.S. Venture Partners
Mobile advertising technology company which provides audience targeting solutions to publishers, agencies, and 

brands.
$20.0

09/30/2008 ShopText Connecticut Innovations
Mobile marketing and loyalty solutions including a platform which enables brands and retailers to engage 

consumers from any advertisement with a text message and creates a new opt-in direct-to-consumer channel. 
$1.0

09/18/2008 ExactTarget Insight Venture Partners, Greenspring Associates
Cross-channel digital marketing software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions that enable organizations to communicate 

with their customers through the interactive channels.
$3.0

08/27/2008
InGameAd Interactive 

Technology
WPP Online advertising and games which include mobile games services. -

08/26/2008 Jumptap

Summerhill  Venture Partners, Redpoint Ventures, 

Valhalla Partners, General Catalyst, 

All ianceBernstein, WPP Digital

Mobile audience targeting platform that provides audience-centric advertising solutions to reach mobile users. -

08/22/2008 Vibes Media Fidelity Ventures
Platform that enables brands, agencies, and media companies to launch a range of mobile solutions from SMS to 

MMS, QR codes, on-screen, alerts, mobile Web, and mobile incentives. 
$15.0

08/06/2008 Amobee

Accel Management, Cisco Systems, Globespan 

Capital, Telefónica, Motorola Solutions Venture 

Capital, Vodafone Ventures, Sequoia 

Mobile advertising solutions that simplify media reporting and tracking and inventory management as well as a 

platform to create advertisements and offer cross-platform client integration services.
$22.0

08/01/2008 xAD
Sorrento Associates, SoftBank Capital, Palisades 

Ventures Management

Mobile advertising network to publishers, developers, and advertisers. Additionally, it provides location-based 

mobile advertising solutions for local and national businesses. 
$1.1

07/25/2008 Verve Wireless The Associated Press, Iron Capital Partners
Intell igent location-aware mobile advertising platform that enables advertisers to target by real-time user 

location/using geo-fences/location-driven audience and behavioral targeting.
$3.0

Source: Capital IQ 
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06/11/2008 5th Finger Starfish Ventures 
Mobile marketing services to retail  and health industries, and brands in the United States. It offers SMS and mobile 

marketing campaigns.
$7.0

06/10/2008 Ads-Click BayTech Venture Capital Contextual and mobile advertising solutions for Internet players and mobile operators. $3.0

04/30/2008 Pontiflex
New Atlantic Ventures, Tribeca Venture Partners, 

TVP I, L.P.

Mobile and online signup advertising platform for advertisers, mobile application developers, online publishers, 

and social networks.
$2.5

04/21/2008
Oriented Media 

Holdings Ltd
Oriented Media Group Berhad

Online media consulting, search engine marketing, lead generation, mobile advertising, online display advertising 

and adserving.
$0.3

04/11/2008 InMobi
Kleiner, Perkins, Caufield & Byers, Sherpalo 

Ventures

Mobile advertising services in Asia and Africa that offer an advertisement serving algorithm that helps in 

optimizing the ranking of the advertisements served on mobile phones. 
$7.1

03/31/2008 Amobee Not Publicly Disclosed
Mobile advertising solutions that simplify media reporting and tracking and inventory management as well as a 

platform to create advertisements and offer cross-platform client integration services.
$5.0

02/13/2008 Impact Mobile Not Publicly Disclosed Provides services to brands, carriers, and agencies to support their mobile marketing needs globally. $2.0

02/05/2008 Acuity Mobile NAVTEQ Corporation
Mobile marketing content delivery solutions, including an Embedded Mobile Advertising Platform (eMAP) that 

enables carriers, advertisers, and content owners to deliver targeted marketing content.
-

02/04/2008 Ringleader Digital W2 Group
Offers RLD Spark Server, a third-party mobile and new media advertising server and RLD Real Time, a tool for 

immediate delivery of actionable data.
$6.0

02/01/2008 Nexage Not Publicly Disclosed Integrated real-time bidding and mediation platform that provides value for buyers and sellers. $0.5

01/23/2008 Velti
Velocity Interactive Group, Storm Ventures, 

SoftBank Capital

Ad delivery system that enables advertisers to send personalized messages to mobile customers via multiple 

content formats, such as video clip downloads, mobile games, streaming video, and WAP sites. 
$12.0

01/22/2008 GoldSpot Media EXA Ventures
Cloud-based rich media advertisement creation platform that delivers a self-serve environment to create, 

distribute, and measure rich media campaigns across three digital screens. 
$3.0

01/18/2008 Smaato Wilson, Sonsini, Goodrich & Rosati, Aeris Capital
Targeted mobile advertising optimization platform which enables app developers and publishers to monetize their 

content in various countries with advanced real-time optimization features and rich media ad formats. 
$3.5

01/16/2008 OpenX Technologies

Accel Management Co, Index Ventures, Mangrove 

Capital Partners, First Round Capital, O'Reilly 

AlphaTech Ventures

Digital and mobile advertising technology products and services to digital media companies. Its products include a 

SaaS advertisement serving platform and a RTB-enabled advertisement exchange.
$15.5

Source: Capital IQ 
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Technology Focused 
Industrial Technology & Electronics | Enterprise Software 
|Communications Technology | Digital Media & Internet 

100% Partner 
Owned 

Founded 2002 
One Global P&L 

Global Reach 
Serving North American, European and Asian 

markets from offices in Silicon Valley,   
New York and London 

Team of 45 
13 Nationalities 

10 Languages Spoken 

42 Deals 
Since January 2012 

Ranked 1 in Mid-Market 
Technology M&A 

Unrivalled Experience 

1,000+  
Deals Closed in Combined Careers 
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Scot Sedlacek 
Managing Director 
Broadview, JMI Equity, 
IBM 
 

Peter Gonzalez 
Executive Director 
Level 3 
communications, CSFB 
 
 

Seasoned Senior Technology M&A Bankers 
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Charlie Bullock 
Managing Director 
SVB Alliant, CIBC World 
Markets, PaineWebber, 
Prudential Securities 

Holt Thrasher 
Managing Director 
Broadview, Smith 
Barney, Omnipoint 
 
 

Victor Garcia 
Managing Director 
Broadview, Nomura, 
PWC 
 

Rick Dalton 
Managing Director 
SVB Alliant, 
Broadview, Flemings 
 

Paul Milek 
Managing Director  
SVB Alliant, Broadview, 
KPMG 
 

Henry Matthiessen 
Managing Director 
SG Cowen, Prudential 
Volpe Technology, 
Millicom 

Todd Feldman 
Managing Director 
Telergy, Donaldson 
Lufkin, & Jenrette 

Patrick Seely 
Managing Director 
Broadview, Celona, 
BZW, County NatWest  
 

Anne Perlman 
Executive Director 
SVB Alliant, Tandem 
(now HP), MessageOne 
(now Dell), Moai 

Bryan Dow 
Executive Director 
ThinkEquity, Needham 

Kelemen Papp 
Vice President 
Rutberg & Company, 
Curian Capital, 
FOLIOfn 

Silicon Valley London East Coast 

Louis Jeng 
Vice President 
Sardis Capital, EFG 
International  

Stephen Schweich 
Managing Director 
Robertson Stephens, 
Alex. Brown, Booz Allen 
Hamilton 
 

Peter Globokar 
Managing Director 
Nomura, Broadview, 
Catalyst Fund 
Management 
 
 

Brad Topchik 
Managing Director 
Jefferies & Co., 
PaineWebber, RIPTech
 
 

 
  

Bob McNamara  
Managing Director 
Broadview, Salomon 
Brothers 

Doug Gonsalves 
Managing Director 
ThinkEquity, SVB 
Alliant, Merrill Lynch, 
Robertson Stephens 

 

Larry Phillips 
Managing Director 
Unterberg Harris, 

Primedia 
 

Fabian Zimmer 
Vice President 
Cipio Partners, Sal. 
Oppenheim, Infineon  

Allen Kogan 
Vice President 
SVB Alliant 

Greg Galliford 
Executive Director 
Corum Group, Hewlett 
Packard, KPMG 

Peg Jackson 
Managing Director 
Gridley & Co., Neocarta 
Ventures, GE/NBC, 
Reuters 
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has divested its Probe 
Technology Business to 

July 2012 

has been acquired by  

July 2012 

has secured an undisclosed 
round of funding 

July 2012 

has been acquired by  

July 2012 

has been acquired by  

October 2012 

a subsidiary of 

has been acquired by  

October 2012 

has been acquired by  

November 2012 

has divested ADP Taxware to  

December 2012 

has acquired 

December 2012 

has been acquired by  

January 2013 

has divested its HTML5  
Development Tools Division to 

February 2013 

has been acquired by  

March 2013 

has been acquired by  

March 2013 

has been acquired by  

April 2013 

has divested its Semiconductor 
Systems Business to 

May 2013 

has been acquired by 

May 2013 

has been acquired by  

May 2013 

has been acquired by  

June 2013 

has been acquired by  

June 2013 

has been acquired by  

July 2013 

has been acquired by  

July 2013 

has been acquired by  

August 2013 

has been acquired by  

July 2013 

has acquired 

July 2013 

has been acquired by  

October 2013 

Acquisition of majority interest 
and investment by 

October 2013 

has been acquired by  

Pending 

has been acquired by  

July 2012 
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Selected Recent Transaction Experience (cont’d) 

has been acquired by 

April 2011 

has been acquired by  

November 2011 

has been acquired by 

January 2012 

has divested its UK financial 
services product business to 

February 2012 

has been acquired by a Private 
Equity consortium led by 

February 2012 

has divested its CAPS 
information service business 

and related software to 

March 2012 

has divested its German 4G 
wireless spectrum holdings 

March 2012 

Undisclosed 
Buyer 

has sold its patent portfolio to 

March 2012 

has been acquired by  

May 2012 

has been acquired by  

May 2012 

has been acquired by  

June 2012 

has been acquired by  

June 2012 

has been recapitalized by  

June 2012 

and 

has been acquired by  

June 2012 

and 

has been acquired by  

July 2012 

has been acquired by 

May 2011 

has been acquired by 

June 2011 

has been acquired by 

September 2011 

has been acquired by  

October 2011 

has been acquired by  

November 2011 

has been acquired by  

October 2011 

has acquired 

January 2011 

has been acquired by 

January 2011 

has been acquired by  

February 2011 

has been acquired by  

February 2011 

portfolio company has divested its Zoombak 
personal GPS business to  

February 2011 

has been acquired by  

February 2011  

May 2012 

has divested its Belgian wireless 
broadband operations and 4G 
wireless spectrum holdings to  

 
 

an affiliate of 

TechMax 
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has been acquired by 

February 2009  

has been acquired by 

May 2009  

has secured €12.5 million 
in equity financing 

July 2009  

has been acquired by 

October 2009  December 2009 

has acquired has been acquired by 

December 2009 

has been acquired by 

January 2010 

has acquired 

February 2010 

has been acquired by 

February 2009 

has divested its  
Etch business to 

January 2009 

has sold 

December 2008 

to 

has been acquired by 

August 2008 

has sold its Circuit  
Protection Business to 

October2008 November 2008 

has sold LFCC  
Technology to 

has divested its Majiq  
Software Division to  

March 2010 

has been acquired by 

May 2010 

has been acquired by 

May 2010  

(a subsidiary of Danaher) 

has been acquired by 

June 2010  

has acquired 

June 2010  

has divested its EMS unit to 

June 2010  

(a portfolio company of GGV Capital) 

has divested its Consumer 
Xenon flash business to 

June 2010  

has been acquired by 

July 2010  

and 
 

July 2010  

to 

has divested its Scandinavian Car 
rental operations 

has been acquired by  

July 2010  

has been acquired by  

September 2010  

has been acquired by  

October 2010 

has been acquired by  

December 2010 

has secured $15.0 million 
in Series E Funding 

December 2010 

http://www.thermo.com/
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/thumb/8/8f/Fairchild_Semiconductor_Logo.svg/744px-Fairchild_Semiconductor_Logo.svg.png&imgrefurl=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Fairchild_Semiconductor_Logo.svg&usg=__KAoDM1WxM3Q9awCosh-EfbjiS38=&h=264&w=744&sz=12&hl=en&start=1&sig2=zbR4vr2D7yRd6Wx5cWOndA&tbnid=039P08uh6G2-YM:&tbnh=50&tbnw=141&ei=CbZvSdHaOIXimQeL7OyCBw&prev=/images?q=fairchild+semiconductor+logo&gbv=2&hl=en
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